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Choices
Everything hurts craters on the roads, mob lynching,
hate speeches, misogyny, searing heat, caste wars
clogged drains, cheerful beggars, farmers' distress,
daylight murders, predators hidden and at large.
What hurts worse is the higher concentration within
of shame at not being popular,
the stress before a performance,
the despair of feeling a hoax… a hoax,
the anger at not being good enough
for my father whom I sometimes wish
never was
my father,
yet is,
insatiably.
What osmosis?
What bleeding water will push these concentrations up to the sun
to flower?
And we talk about freewill.

Migrant
There is no difference
between hate here and hate there permeable borders full of bloodlet.
Only justice here seems more stable
like an old bewigged
judge, heavy-jowled and frowning
booming out his judgment from some statutory ritual practice,
not the practice of persecution and ethnic cleansing
of an older world
but the ritual practice of ethics, law, prison terms.
It doesn't hold on the street.
He felt like a stalker, but maybe not.
Maybe it's his image that gets refracted into a spectrum of similar others.
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Steely indifference, at best; snarling hostility, at worst.
He stood ghostly white, waiting for me at a rubbish bin.
I couldn't change my steps, they led straight to him.
He stuck out a finger shaped from his pocket like a gun.
Snarled, "Go on, get going, fucker - rubbish to rubbish"
and held up the lid.
The stench hit me only when he had slouched away,
hands deep in a leather jacket,
turning back to leer, "black rubbish, yellow....it don't matter."
My hands still tremble, my heart races still.
I have learned to wait for them to settle a little.
My wry query:
"Hey, what's with you, heart? And you, hands? Hey, slow down,
sl...ow.....down.....sl..ow down....down".
I go with the pain,
but also with the image of smashing the white ghost's head into the rubbish bin,
of throwing a rock at him as he leers away with cocky assurance.
As if he was the one in control.
But this doesn't stop the heart hammer nor the hand tremor.
So I go for, "What's with you, heart? Slow down.....slow, easy."
I see my defeat, my reaction; see the ghost's hatred, sense of victory.
My pain, his hatred.... are already less, this seeing, this not wrestling
with the noose around my neck.
Someday, maybe...
I won't be led towards the rubbish bin.
Maybe I will walk away, knowing that he needs to rubbish me to feel winner.
No compulsion, just this seeing, not much more.
Like seeing on a screen images of fire and blood that will soon fade.
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